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Modeling Multi-Protocol Label Switching Networks in the Laboratory

Introduction

Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) is a vendor and protocol agnostic forwarding mechanism used to interconnect networks. As MPLS has evolved it has replaced traditional wide area network (WAN) protocols such as Frame Relay and ATM¹. MPLS can be used to provide Layer 3 VPNs, seamless Layer 2 interconnection, or advanced routing to optimize traffic paths. In order to understand the significance and details that make MPLS the protocol of choice for most service providers, it is best to examine it under operation.

MPLS networks can be difficult to implement in academic labs. Cost, resource availability and knowledge are obstacles that often prohibit students from building networks to research and to investigate practical network scenarios. Simulators can be used to experiment with network concepts; however, they are no substitute for working with actual equipment.

This paper discusses a small scale lab network used to investigate the key capabilities of MPLS. This same lab network can also be used to instruct fundamental computer and data communication concepts to students, while maintaining low cost, ease of configuration, and design flexibility. The network design and concepts illustrated are taken from a master’s thesis research project at Southern Polytechnic State University (now part of Kennesaw State University) that investigated the performance of MPLS networks.

The telecommunication lab at Southern Polytechnic State University is comprised primarily of several Cisco-based routers (2600, 2800, and 2900 series) and switches, a reconfigurable system of cables and patch panels, and various support equipment (UPSes, console switches, etc.) with several client- and server-class workstations. The client workstations are dual-bootable with both Linux- and Windows-based operating systems. Each workstation is configured with several open-source, network-related applications for data traffic generation and analysis, network design simulation, network security exercises, network management research, etc.

Although some laboratory exercises, and research, are conducted using network simulation tools, such as IT Guru OpNET and GNS3, the majority of the lessons are performed using actual hardware-based networking devices. Newer versions of OpNET, such as Riverbed Modeler, allow for the high-level design and simulation of some state-of-the-art technologies, such as MPLS, and are under consideration for integration into the telecommunications program. However, laboratory exercises based on the aforementioned small scale MPLS network were conducted for the first time during the spring 2015 semester. Analysis of student performance and understanding of the new MPLS-based labs are discussed and will be used to modify and improve the experience for subsequent course offerings.

MPLS Concepts

Before discussing the lab environment and associated learning objectives, it is important to review some MPLS concepts. As its name implies, the primary MPLS addressing mechanism is
a label. The label is a 20 bit field found in an MPLS shim header wedged between the Layer 3 and Layer 2 protocol headers. For this reason MPLS is sometimes referred to as a Layer 2.5 protocol. Similar to Internet Protocol (IP), there are other fields that identify Quality of Service parameters and lifetime of an MPLS packet.

Labels can be statically configured or distributed by label distribution protocols. The most popular label distribution protocol is named Label Distribution Protocol (LDP). The labels are distributed and used to encapsulate ingress traffic through an MPLS network. This encapsulation mechanism is referred to as pushing labels.

Labels are forwarded through an MPLS network by Label Switch Routers (LSRs) performing an exact match lookup against an MPLS Label Forwarding Information Base. Labels are switched or swapped through the MPLS network. Lastly, when traffic is approaching its destination, the MPLS label is de-encapsulated or popped as traffic egresses the MPLS network toward the final destination network. Black provides more details about the label construct and operation of label processing through an MPLS network

The encapsulation of any protocol through an MPLS network is one of the key contributors to MPLS’ success. MPLS can be used to interconnect multiple Layer 2 networks of similar protocol. This form of MPLS is referred to as Any Transport over MPLS (AToM). Layer 3 VPNs can virtually and logically segment traffic across a service provider network with the use of MPLS encapsulation, Virtual Routing and Forwarding, and Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). Ghein discusses the variations of MPLS and relevant configurations

Another unique characteristic of MPLS is its ability to traffic engineer dynamic Label Switched Paths (LSPs) through an MPLS network. The underlying mechanism for MPLS is a link state dynamic routing protocol such as Intermediate-System-Intermediate-System (IS-IS) or Open Shortest Path First (OSPF). Previous wide area network (WAN) switching protocols, like Frame Relay and Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), allow the ability to traffic engineer paths as well.

MPLS leverages the IP protocol in order to packet-switch traffic through a service provider network. Switching IP packets enables more attributes than a traditional Layer 2 mechanism such as ATM and Frame Relay. Not only does IP introduce routing attributes associated the underlying dynamic link state routing protocols, but MPLS traffic engineering utilizes Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP). The underlying dynamic link state routing protocols combined with RSVP empowers MPLS traffic engineering to use multiple path attributes; therefore, efficiently making use of the best path. Osborne provides more explanation of MPLS traffic engineering with relevant configuration data

MPLS traffic engineering, AToM, Layer 3 VPNs were configured, simulated and performance tested using the lab environment discussed in the next section. Benchmarking and testing performance testing details were based from RFCs 2544 and 5695. As previously mentioned, pre-requisites such as dynamic routing protocols, network analysis, and other concepts can be explored by collapsing or expanding on the lab network discussed.
Initially, a proof-of-concept network was designed and configured using Graphical Network Simulator 3 (GNS3)\textsuperscript{7}. An interesting feature of GNS3 is its use of actual Cisco router software images, allowing most of the router commands and configurations to be implemented. Each router is executed as a virtual machine within the GNS3 environment. However, it was found that only basic MPLS connectivity could be effectively simulated. Network stress performance simulations yielded inaccurate results due to workstation memory and processor resource limitations. Nevertheless, simulators such as GNS3 and OpNET are great tools to assist in understanding basic protocol functionality when actual network hardware resources are scarce. Because of these limitations, a hardware-based experimental lab network using Cisco routers was used to explore MPLS and develop instructional lab exercises.

**Lab Environment and Experimental Network Configuration**

The telecommunication lab equipment consisted of various options for routing and switching. Routers included Cisco 2621s, 2621XMs, and 2851s. Switches included Cisco Catalyst 2900, 2950, 3550, and 4948 switches. Cisco products have a license structure that is based on a software feature set per Cisco hardware platform. Not all platforms support the desired features.

For example, Cisco 2621XMs supported some basic MPLS capabilities, while they did not support advanced MPLS capabilities such AToM, Layer 3 VPNs and traffic engineering. The Catalyst 3550 and 4948 Layer 3 Cisco switches support dynamic routing protocols, but not MPLS advanced features. After determining the hardware platform that can support a software feature set, other requirements such as minimum memory requirements needed to run the IOS image must be met.

Consideration of router platform and IOS is restricted to Cisco products since they are very popular and were used in the development of the methodology described in this paper. MPLS is a WAN-specific protocol and finding lower-cost routers with the capability of running it can be challenging. Cisco’s integrated services or multiservice routers are designed for branch office applications and some support IOS images with MPLS capability.

Generally, MPLS first became available for certain 3600- and 2800- series branch routers starting with IOS version 12.4(1). These routers are now obsolete though the 2800 is still supported into 2016. Presently Cisco’s branch router product line has moved to 3900-, and 2900-series. Determining an appropriate combination of platform and IOS feature set can be done by contacting Cisco representatives or by using the online Cisco Feature Navigator\textsuperscript{8}. The navigator permits searching by combinations of router platform, image release, and feature. Figure 1 is a screen shot of the navigator window for a search of MPLS features for a 2851 router in IOS release 12.4(12) with the Advanced Enterprise Services feature set. Other IOS feature sets supporting MPLS can be found iteratively. IOS images are priced by feature set and MPLS features are found on the more expensive images.

One low-cost solution for building an MPLS network is to purchase older, unsupported or obsolete platforms with high-end IOS feature sets from a refurbished equipment reseller. Significant cost savings are available by doing this but the latest router performance capabilities
will be sacrificed. This can be an acceptable solution if instructing students about MPLS protocol capabilities is the main objective.

One must be careful when selecting an older platform and IOS image. Of the 3600-series platforms, the 3640 has MPLS capabilities with IOS image 12.4(1) and above. However, the 2600XM series, popular with Cisco certification instructional labs, does not support MPLS even though it can run 12.4 Advanced Enterprise images. Note that with each major release, additional commands within the MPLS features may be added or bugs with existing commands may be fixed. Key features needed to implement the MPLS networks discussed here were “MPLS (Multi-Protocol Label Switching)”, “MPLS LDP - Label Distribution Protocol (LDP)”, “MPLS Traffic Engineering (TE)”, and “MPLS Virtual Private Networks (VPN)”.

The Cisco 2851 router with 12.4(20)T IOS image supported the MPLS functionality of a Provider (P) and Provider Edge (PE) router. The P routers are involved in MPLS label swapping and PE routers push and pop MPLS labels. The router wide-area network connections were implemented using serial links running High Level Data Link Control (HDLC) as shown in Figure 2. The figure indicates the link speeds and DCE (originates link synchronous clock) or DTE interface configurations.
In retrospect, only three routers are required to demonstrate basic MPLS functionality. The three routers would include one router to push labels, one router to swap and pop labels and the third router for egress from the MPLS network. Referring to MPLS examples during the exploration of MPLS and traffic engineer design planning resulted in the topology of three P and two PE routers. The combination of three P and two PE routers provides multiple Label Switched Paths (LSPs). Figure 3 demonstrates a sample of permutations for multiple LSPs distinguished by dashed and solid arrow flows, respectively.

The numbers in circles indicate flows 1 through 4 sourced from and destined to computers that have open source traffic generator software installed. The computers are labeled TG1 through TG4, which are traffic generator computers 1 through 4. The traffic generating computers are connected via Cisco 4948 Catalyst switches, which in turn connect to the Cisco 2851 PE routers, PE1 and PE2. The core of the MPLS network is composed of the three P routers that enable multiple LSPs labeled P1 through P3. More flows can be created when more routers are added to the topology. For example, flow number 4 would not exist without P2 and P3. If two PE and one P router were used, a subset of the flows shown would be available for testing and demonstrating the benefits of MPLS.

During a practical network design phase, device interface configuration is one of the many details planned. Students seldom have practical network design experience; therefore, interface configuration can easily become an afterthought during a lab or research exercise. This level of detail is often omitted in high-level simulators. By using actual hardware, students gain valuable interface configuration experience.

For example, the Cisco 2851 router serial interface Layer 2 protocol and clock rate were initially selected and configured. Because the serial links could not be tapped with equipment available in
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the lab, only end-to-end performance across the network could be analyzed. Therefore, MPLS protocol behavior on the links could not be observed directly. Furthermore, during performance analysis the bit-per-second overhead associated with the HDLC header had to be taken into consideration.

Cisco routers can capture and export monitored IP traffic to another collecting interface using IP Traffic Export and IP Traffic Capture. Unfortunately, these tools would only capture Layer 3, IP traffic and did not work with MPLS since it encapsulates IP headers.

To address the analysis of the MPLS protocol behavior, selected serial links were replaced by Ethernet. Routers that performed MPLS operations of pushing, swapping and popping, were connected via Cisco Ethernet switches. Two Cisco Catalyst 4948 switches were located in series with the Ethernet link between P to P and P to PE router combinations and mirrored through traffic to monitoring ports. Workstations connected to the mirrored ports analyzed packets and packet headers using Wireshark. MPLS operations of pushing, swapping and popping were readily observed. The ability to dissect MPLS packets on the Ethernet link enabled quantizing the amount of protocol-related overhead. This information was used to set up the traffic generator packet sizes when running performance tests across serial links.

In order to examine ingress and egress traffic to and from the MPLS network, Linux and Microsoft Windows workstations were attached via Ethernet directly to the PE routers. Since the emphasis of the research was focused on MPLS behavior from the wide-area network perspective, less time and research was spent on local area networks and interconnectivity to PE
routers. Further investigation of customer enterprise networks acting autonomously or interconnected to the MPLS network could be performed by expanding the local area networks with other routers or Layer 3 switches.

Students may be interested in learning about enterprise network engineering and design. In this scenario, interfacing a customer network to an MPLS network will emphasize connectivity to the MPLS network rather than MPLS functionality. Less capable routers or Layer 3 switches that support basic link state or distance vector routing protocols can be used for this purpose. Key concepts such as customer network routing protocol redistribution across an MPLS network can be readily demonstrated. The ability to emphasize MPLS network concepts from the service provider or the customer perspectives are features of the chosen lab network configuration.

As previously discussed, the lab network can be expanded or contracted to meet various MPLS learning objectives. The pre-requisite for constructing an MPLS network is establishing Layer 1 through 3 network connectivity. Interfaces and cabling, Layer 2 protocols, IP and dynamic link state routing protocols have to be configured first. Therefore, the same physical network topology can be used to illustrate these concepts.

Implementing AToM involves establishing MPLS Layer 3 VPNs and using path vector based dynamic routing protocols such as external and internal Border Gateway Protocol (eBGP and iBGP, respectively). Simulation of AToM was done by connecting Ethernet networks through the MPLS network. Behavior such as end-to-end Ethernet broadcast propagation across the MPLS network can be observed. The Layer 3 VPN configuration provides the foundation for other advanced MPLS based technologies such as Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS) and Ethernet Virtual Private Network (EVPN).

MPLS traffic engineering introduces the simultaneous use of route metrics to influence path selection through an MPLS network. Route metrics are relevant for students in understanding dynamic routing protocols since the routing protocols use them to determine optimal paths. MPLS traffic engineering advances the use of one route metric by reserving bandwidth along LSPs.

Concepts associated with LSP configuration, establishment and selection have similarities to Software Defined Networking concepts such as controller based networks. Large MPLS networks optimize network bandwidth utilization through MPLS traffic engineering LSPs. The MPLS traffic engineered LSPs can be managed dynamically by vendor proprietary controller based applications.

MPLS traffic engineering performance was observed during network congestion produced by traffic generators. MPLS traffic engineering is a congestion management technique that can provide a certain Quality of Service (QoS) without typical queuing and traditional Type of Service (ToS) techniques. The MPLS traffic engineering configuration influences traffic by using RSVP bandwidth reservations optimize underutilized paths through the MPLS network. Higher prioritized traffic can make use of higher reserved paths, while best effort traffic can traverse other paths simultaneously leveraging the same LFIB. Implementing MPLS traffic engineering can be used to show students congestion cause and effect.
For example, when congesting an MPLS Layer 3 VPN network simulated in the network lab environment, it was observed that TCP reliability would suffer when UDP traffic flooded the network. When TCP could not keep alive connection-oriented sessions, iBGP adjacencies were lost. This caused MPLS Layer 3 VPN connectivity failure and MPLS reverted to traditional link state routing across the lab environment. This type of congestion behavior can only be demonstrated on a physical network.

Traffic generators are useful tools for confirming contracted service levels in a production environment or for lab network testing and it is important for students to know how to use them. Commercial traffic generators are available but can be expensive. Open source, workstation-based generators like Iperf and D-ITG can be good candidates for simulating production level traffic as can real time applications such as Media Streamer. Media Streamer was used in a similar network in the telecommunications lab for testing real-time video traffic jitter performance.

Testing throughput, delay, jitter, and packet loss on the MPLS network lab was done using Iperf and D-ITG. Both generators use a client-server paradigm and proper operation requires efficient communication of control information between the client and server. interesting traffic generator behavior anomalies were observed under congestion. For instance, D-ITG could not initiate traffic flow when the network was flooded with UDP traffic from Iperf due to breakdown of its TCP-based control mechanism.

Both jitter and delay are time-sensitive network performance metrics. Measuring time becomes very important, particularly with low-latency networks such as the MPLS lab network. Experimentation demonstrated the need for more accurate time references for the workstations running Iperf and D-ITG than what Network Time Protocol (NTP) could provide. It was found that Precision Time Protocol (PTP) provided more accurate timing results; therefore, more accurate delay and jitter measurements.

**Lab Exercises**

Research conducted with the lab network showed that several lab exercises could be developed to illustrate numerous learning objectives. Implementing a basic MPLS configuration is a good starting point. Students can dive deeper into common problems faced by service providers in order to provide transport solutions between companies spread across non-contiguous geographical areas leveraging Ethernet over MPLS. Multiplexing multiple unique customers, while preserving isolated integrity of data over one physical medium via MPLS Layer 3 VPNs provide another tool for service provider scenarios. Traffic engineering and maintaining service level agreements (SLAs) are what preserve the service provider’s financial investment and promises to their customers.

Students can take the enterprise networking approach by observing requirements for a local area network to interconnect to a service provider’s MPLS network. Expanding the network with less expensive routers or switches can provide a different perspective on what network engineers plan and design when connecting to a service provider network.
Prior to working with MPLS, students should already have experience with basic router configuration, including cabling the network, configuring IP on Ethernet (LAN-to-router) and serial (router-to-router) interfaces, setting up simple routing protocols such as RIP, analyzing routing tables, and establishing access lists. Table 1 summarizes concepts that can be explored with MPLS-focused lab exercises.

Table 1 – Lab Exercise Concepts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lab Exercise</th>
<th>Concepts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Configuring a basic MPLS network                 | Physical layer cabling  
Layer 2 protocols (Ethernet, HDLC)  
Layer 3 (IP) protocols, subnetting strategies  
Dynamic Route protocols (OSPF, IS-IS, BGP)  
MPLS label pushing, swapping and popping |
| Demonstrating connectivity Ethernet networks using Ethernet over MPLS (EoMPLS) | Basic MPLS concepts  
Layer 2 VPNs  
Virtual Channel IDs |
| Using VRFs to virtually segment networks with MPLS Layer 3 VPNs | Basic MPLS concepts  
VRFs  
Layer 3 VPNs  
iBGP, eBGP  
Route targets/BGP communities  
Network segmentation |
| Deploying MPLS in a corporate enterprise network  | Basic MPLS concepts  
Network route redistribution |
| Optimizing network performance in a WAN with MPLS traffic engineering | Basic MPLS concepts  
Layer 2 or 3 MPLS VPNs  
Advanced routing, RSVP |
| Traffic generation and analysis                  | Protocol analysis  
Traffic management  
Congestion and congestion management  
Test methodologies  
Open source tools, D-ITG, Iperf |
| Measure Network Performance Metrics              | Measurement strategies  
Accuracy, precision  
Network timing protocols (NTP, PTP) |
Two lab exercises were designed and tested with students in the Advanced Telecommunications course during the spring 2015 semester. The first concentrated on basic MPLS connectivity principles and the second demonstrated Ethernet over MPLS. The network topology of Figure 2 was used for both lab exercises with one important modification. One serial link between two routers was replaced with an Ethernet link by connecting one Ethernet interface of each router to a 10 Mbps hub. A workstation running Wireshark was also connected to the hub so frames with MPLS encapsulation could be observed. The resulting topology is shown in Figure 4. Students were assigned to configure one or more routers and ensure physical-layer cabling was correct. A basic configuration was installed on the routers so students could telnet from their router’s configuration workstation into the router and complete the configuration tasks.

For the Basic MPLS lab exercise, Table 2 lists student tasks, the observations they were expected to perform and questions asked. Students set up OSPF on the routers, experimented with OSPF metrics, configured MPLS and tested network connectivity by using ping and observing traffic on the Wireshark workstation. An example MPLS forwarding table is shown in Figure 5. It was observed that students’ comprehension of Dijkstra’s algorithm, OSPF’s method of determining the shortest path, was enhanced when they had to determine how to shift the traffic path from one route to another by adjusting link metrics.
The Basic MPLS lab exercise was expanded in the Ethernet Over MPLS exercise. The same network topology was used and essentially the same steps were followed as in the Basic MPLS lab exercise up through the initial MPLS configuration, student task 8 of Table 2. While reinforcing concepts from the first exercise, these steps could be omitted if the previous network configuration was left intact. Table 3 shows the student tasks, observations and questions associated with this lab exercise.

Table 2 – Basic MPLS Lab Exercise Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Tasks</th>
<th>Observations and Questions Addressed by Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Set up configuration workstation IPv4 network address, subnet mask, and default gateway to match Ethernet interface of the router</td>
<td>1. How are you sure that OSPF has converged to final topology?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Configure router serial interfaces for HDLC layer-2 protocol and IPv4 addresses and subnet masks</td>
<td>2. How did you know OSPF link metric changes resulted in rerouting traffic through the network?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Configure OSPF on router</td>
<td>3. How did Wireshark Ping captures change after MPLS was started?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Verify routing table on each router to ensure reachability to all IP networks in the topology. Test with Pings from workstations.</td>
<td>4. From captured MPLS traffic: Did labels change when pinging from Atlanta to Houston and then from Houston to Atlanta? Why or why not? What fields are in the MPLS protocol data unit? What MPLS time-to-live values are observed and why these values? What label stack values are observed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Set up Wireshark workstation to observe traffic between Boston and Memphis</td>
<td>5. Research questions: What types of networks can connect to an MPLS network? What features or limitations do you see with basic MPLS? How does MPLS differ from ATM or Frame Relay?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Manipulate router OSPF link metrics to divert traffic from Atlanta-Seattle-Houston path to Atlanta-Boston-Memphis-Houston path. Verify with pings from Atlanta to Houston workstations and Wireshark captures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Configure MPLS on all router serial interfaces and the two Ethernet interfaces that connect Boston and Memphis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Verify MPLS forwarding table on each router. Look for local label, remote label, pop label, and no label</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Ping from Atlanta to Houston and in reverse direction; observe Wireshark capture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Students examined the Label Information Base (LIB) and Label Forwarding Information Base (LFIB) on the various routers and predicted label use along a given path. They also examined the different router forwarding tables to see how labels were manipulated along a path. Virtual circuit tunnels were configured across the network to support EoMPLS (a version of AToM) and Wireshark was used to observe the resulting label stacking. Figure 6 is an annotated example of a captured Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) broadcast packet sent by host 192.168.10.4. This packet is the last one in the list. It illustrates the placement of the MPLS shim header, the fields within the protocol data unit, the operation of MPLS Time to Live (TTL), and the feature of MPLS label stacking, or encapsulation.
Table 3 – Ethernet Over MPLS Lab Exercise Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Tasks</th>
<th>Observations and Questions Addressed by Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. through 8. Same as Basic MPLS lab.</td>
<td>1. From the LIB and LFIB information, determine how forwarding labels are chosen predict label numbers used by the different routers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Observe LIB and LFIB on the different routers (basic MPLS configuration)</td>
<td>2. Determine which labels are pushed, swapped or popped on each router</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Configure virtual circuit ID numbers for MPLS network interfaces and set up tunnels across the network</td>
<td>3. How does label stacking differ between basic MPLS and EoMPLS?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Verify EoMPLS connectivity using forwarding table</td>
<td>4. How does PDU overhead vary between MPLS and EoMPLS?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Use Wireshark to verify EoMPLS label use on the Boston to Memphis segment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Observations on Student Learning**

Written lab reports were collected and reviewed to determine student comprehension of learning objectives. Students were asked to explain their level of understanding and answer various questions after performing the MPLS lab exercises. Overall students understood basic MPLS functionality and protocol data unit structure.

The correlation of the Wireshark packet capture and analysis to the MPLS LFIB table provided students the reinforcement of MPLS label distribution and operation. Viewing MPLS’s capability to stack labels demonstrated one of the advantages of MPLS over legacy WAN protocols such as Frame Relay and ATM.

EoMPLS provided some challenges for student’s understanding of bridging Layer 2 networks over MPLS. Initially, students did not recognize the significance of ARP broadcasts across a service provider’s network, until students had a better understanding of ARP and its operation within a network. After further explanation of ARP and the distinct capabilities that EoMPLS could provide compared to basic MPLS and Layer 3 VPNs, students began to wonder where EoMPLS would be practically implemented. Providing relevant examples such as seamlessly bridging data centers without imposing Layer 3 boundaries gave students an idea of practical situations where EoMPLS would be applicable. Another application example is using VPNs to logically segment customer traffic.

Another topic that challenged students was the idea of generalizing ingress and egress traffic for MPLS as Forwarding Equivalent Classes (FECs). During basic MPLS overview and investigation, students quickly assumed that IP networks were the predominant application of ingress and egress traffic in and out of MPLS. Once AToM was covered, students developed a
clear understanding that FECs were used to categorize the types of traffic traversing an MPLS network. EoMPLS as a subset of AToM in lab exercises and instruction provided a hands on experience for students understanding. After EoMPLS lab exercises, ATM, Frame Relay, HDLC and other Data Link Layer protocols were reiterated as potential FECs for AToM.

Quiz results demonstrated that students were able to answer questions that related to multiple aspects of MPLS. One of the questions involved an understanding of a TCP 3-way handshake and proper protocol data unit placement of MPLS shim headers. The question not only tested the student’s understanding of TCP and MPLS, but emphasized what students had demonstrated in lab exercises. Other questions involved label distribution methods, MPLS operation and analyzing MPLS forwarding tables. Student performance on the quiz proved that MPLS was thoroughly investigated and demonstrated between instruction and hands on exercises.

Conclusion

Ultimately, academic curricula are designed to teach students about real-world applications, problems and solutions and prepare them for future employment. MPLS is a popular WAN protocol that should be included in a telecommunications or information technology curriculum. It was found that lab experiences significantly improved student comprehension of MPLS concepts.

Various learning objectives can be met since MPLS encompasses many LAN and WAN concepts. The lab network discussed here can be tailored to meet a wide range of learning objectives. MPLS lab exercises can be modularized to focus on desired objectives ranging from basic connectivity to advanced concepts such as EoMPLS and traffic engineering. The Basic MPLS lab exercise reinforced routing and subnetting concepts in addition to introducing students to MPLS functionality.

Using software based simulation tools is a great way to teach students about network concepts when hardware is not available, but simulators may not accurately reproduce real-world behavior. However, more details have to be considered when building an experimental hardware lab. Giving students a holistic view of factors that impact network design and performance can justify the cost of a hardware lab.
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